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Abstract

The reliability of device drivers is of critical importance to the overall stability of computer systems. This paper presents the software architecture used for user-level device drivers in the Mungi operating system. We argue that this framework provides a safer environment in which to run device drivers, while making device driver implementation easier and more flexible, thus improving overall reliability of the system.

1. Motivations

This paper presents a software framework for running device drivers as user-level components, rather than inside the kernel. There are two main reasons this is desirable: isolation and flexibility.

Recent studies [CYC+01, SBL03] have shown that bugs in device drivers are the most common source of failure in operating systems. One approach that can be used to minimise the impact of these bugs is to isolate device drivers from the rest of the system. The first part of isolation is to define a set of interfaces through which drivers communicate with the rest of the system. This is not all that different from existing systems, which define an internal kernel API. However, such drivers will have full access to all the kernel’s internal state, and therefore can (and often do) bypass interfaces.

To enforce encapsulation we run drivers without special privileges, i.e. in user mode rather than as part of the kernel. They can then be encapsulated in address spaces like any user processes, thereby protecting the rest of the system from misbehaving drivers. This forces drivers to use only the specified interfaces.

Our other motivation for the development of this framework is to provide a safe and more flexible environment in which device drivers can be developed and used. Developing code for an operating system kernel can be a time consuming and difficult process for a number of reasons. Firstly, tools for debugging kernel code are not as comprehensive as user-level debugging tools. Secondly, the kernel programming environment is usually restricted to a single language and limited runtime libraries. Finally the program-test-debug cycle can be quite long as restarting a device driver usually means rebooting the system.

2. Mungi device driver framework

The device driver framework [Les02] is designed for the Mungi operating system [HEV+98]. Mungi is based on the idea of a single address space [CLFL94] and supports a component model with hardware-enforced encapsulation for providing secure user-level extensions to the kernel [EH01]. Mungi components hide their instance data from external access (other than via declared method interfaces). Otherwise, the system places no restrictions on components and their implementation. In particular, any language can be used to implement a component.

Interfaces are specified in an interface definition language. The systems enforces encapsulation so only the interfaces explicitly exported by a component can be accessed.
There are many different ways of structuring device drivers in a system. Usually they are simply directly compiled into the OS kernel, or are modules that can be dynamically loaded into the kernel. In other systems device drivers are simply libraries that are compiled directly into the client program \cite{vEBBV95, Dam98}. This approach is severely limited because it restricts the device to only being used by one program. It is also does not provide any form of protection as the library is given full access to the hardware.

In the Mungi driver framework each device driver is written as a component class, with a component instance being instantiated for each actual device present in the system.

### 2.1 Fine-grained hardware access

Device drivers obviously need to access hardware in order to correctly control a device. This usually means being able to read and write to hardware registers, receive interrupts and perform direct memory access (DMA). The Mungi operating system provides primitives that allow each of these resources to be handled in a fine-grained manner. This ensures that each device driver can only access the hardware resources that it actually requires.

In most modern hardware architectures device registers are mapped into physical memory. We use the memory management unit (MMU) to control a device driver’s access to hardware registers. The granularity of protection in this case is limited to the page size, however in practise each device’s hardware registers are mapped into different pages of physical memory, so this does not usually cause problems.\footnote{The unfortunate exception to this is the port-space registers in IA-32 machines.}

Each device driver instance must be registered to receive only specific interrupts. During interrupt handling the Mungi kernel looks up the device driver it should deliver the interrupt to, and then invokes the driver’s interrupt interface. This arrangement allows the operating system to regulate the rate at which interrupts are delivered to device drivers, which supports better resource management than traditional systems.

Although controlling access to device registers and interrupts is fairly straightforward, restricting DMA is difficult. This is a problem because if a device driver can perform unrestricted DMA it can circumvent normal memory protection and corrupt the operating system. However, many modern systems feature an I/O MMU, which maps (device-visible) PCI addresses to (physical) RAM addresses. We use this hardware feature for restricting device access to physical memory \cite{LH03}.

#### 2.2 Replacing ioctl

Most hardware devices provide more functionality than just I/O. This functionality is generally hard to generalise across devices, which led UNIX-like systems to the unstructured ioctl system call. By basing the driver framework on an underlying component system we allow device drivers to export this functionality as well-defined methods. Although this doesn’t solve the underlying problem of many devices presenting different interfaces, it does allow this functionality to exported in a controlled manner and for a client programmer to query a device and determine what functionality it provides. This is a clear advantage over the ioctl design.

### 2.3 Fine-grained device driver access

Our system not only support fine-grained access to the underlying hardware, as discussed in Section 2.1, but also supports fine-grained access to the drivers themselves. The Mungi system uses password capabilities \cite{APW86} to control access to both memory and component method invocation. This allows us to not only control access to the device itself, but any particular method on the device. This, combined with the ability to define each of the control methods on a device, provides a more flexible system than the traditional approach of ioctl and mapping device nodes into the file system.

### 2.4 Naming of device drivers

One of the major advantages of a single address space is that it provides a uniform way of naming entities in the system: simply use their virtual memory address. Device drivers can therefore be addressed by the memory location of the device driver instance data. This compares favourably to the approach used
in UNIX, for example, where devices are identified by a pair, consisting of a major number identifying the driver, and a minor number identifying the specific device. These numbers are then introduced in an *ad-hoc* way into the file system. By contrast, Mungi provides a user-level naming service, which can map arbitrary strings to 64-bit addresses.

### 2.5 Remote devices

It is sometimes the case that access is desired to a device that is physically connected to another computer on a network. In existing systems this is often solved with different network servers and clients for different devices; i.e. in an entirely *ad-hoc* manner. The underlying Mungi system provides a transparent mechanism for accessing components on remote nodes. This means that no special mechanisms need to be created to access devices residing on remote nodes.

### 2.6 Dynamic loading of device drivers

The device driver framework provides an ideal way of handling hot-pluggable hardware such as *universal serial bus* (USB) devices. The underlying component system allows driver instances to be created on demand. This is something that is not possible when drivers are compiled into a kernel. It is also preferable to the loading modules into the kernel at runtime, because it does not require a special linker; the driver executes as a normal process.

A particularly attractive feature is the possibility of replacing devices that other components are already communicating with, e.g. changing a user’s windowing session to use different devices. It is possible to change the input and output devices on the fly, which would allow a user’s session to be transparently (for the the applications, not the user) migrated to a different node.

### 2.7 Register description language

A common source of bugs in device drivers is incorrect bit manipulation during device register access. To help alleviate this problem, a device driver register description language was created [Les02]. This simple domain-specific language specifies device registers and bit fields within them. The language is compiled to produce C register-manipulation functions and bit fields, or Python language bindings, as described below. This is similar to the Devil [MRC+00] device language.

### 2.8 Support for other languages

One of the key advantages of using a component system for the device driver framework is that it opens up the possibility of implementing device drivers in languages other than C. As a proof of concept, component bindings for the Python programming language — a language far removed from C — were created. In combination with the hardware register functions described above, these bindings allowed the implementation of device drivers in Python.

### 3. Experience

To date, a number of drivers for a number of different devices have been written using this framework, including 100MB Ethernet cards, gigabit network cards, IDE, serial, keyboard, VGA and USB. The framework runs on a number of platforms including MIPS, Alpha, Itanium and x86. Most of the platform has also been ported to the Linux operating system which supports using our drivers in kernel or at user-level.

This section describes the design and implementation of an IDE disk driver.

#### 3.1 Block device interface

The block device interface is exported by any storage device driver. The main characteristics of a storage device, compared to network or character devices, is that data must be explicitly addressed and requested. *IBlock* interface, shown in Figure 1, provides read and write methods for requesting data to be transferred to/from the storage device. The data parameter contains a list of blocks on the device to be accessed, and a destination or source memory address.

Both the read and write methods are asynchronous, which means that the method only queues the request and returns to the client. When the transfer is finished the driver must notify the client of the completion. The notify parameter provides a capability to the component method which should be invoked on completion.
interface IBlock {
    int write (cap_t notify, block_seq data);
    int read (cap_t notify, block_seq data);
    int get_block_count ();
    int get_block_size ();
};

Figure 1. Block device interface definition.

The get_block_count and get_block_size methods allow other components to determine the number and size of blocks respectively.

The Mungi operating system provides a transparent persistence mechanism, which means that most components do not need to access the disk (or file system) directly. The IBlock interface provides a low level procedural interface which is designed to be used by other low-level components such as the physical file system.

3.2 Performance

Figure 2 shows the throughput achieved for different request sizes. For large transfer size the throughput is quite similar for both systems, however as the transfer size decreases the context-switching overhead of the user-level drivers starts to have an effect, reducing throughput by up to 22% (at extremely small transfer sizes).

Figure 3 shows CPU utilisation resulting from I/O processing (measured by instrumenting the idle loop). As is to be expected, Linux consumes less CPU for small transfers, a result of the context switching overhead of the user-level drivers. Mungi does however, perform, slightly better for larger transfer sizes which is probably the result of the cleaner drivers which might result in a smaller overall cache footprint. This indicates that a lean design might help to offset some of the inherent context-switching costs.

3.3 A device driver in Python

To demonstrate the potential of the system, an IDE driver was also implemented in the Python language, using the language bindings described in Section 2.8. While the implementation cannot get close to the efficiency of the corresponding C device driver (a topic for future work), it is identical in all other aspects: every function call on all exported MCS interfaces eventually results in the execution of Python code. Indeed, the resulting code is smaller and easier to comprehend than C, and thus has the potential to be a useful educational or prototyping tool.

4. Related Work

A number of previous systems have moved the network protocol stacks from kernel to user level while
leaving the device driver in the kernel [TNML93, MB93, EM95]. Other approaches provided user code direct access to network interfaces in order to minimise latency for fine-grained communication in high-performance clusters [vEBBV95, Dam98].

Earlier work with real user-level drivers in Mach [GSR93] and Fluke [VM99] experienced significant performance problems, apparently resulting from the IPC costs in those kernels.

The Palladium approach of running Linux kernel extensions at an intermediate privilege level [CVP99] could, in principle, be used for device drivers without significant performance impact. While this approach could protect the kernel (to a degree) from buggy drivers, it would not protect applications, which still run at a lower privilege level. Pratt proposed an I/O device architecture that would allow the Nemesis system to run device drivers at user level [Pra97], but in the absence of devices conforming with this architecture, drivers are still in the kernel.

Work at the University of Washington [SBL03] encapsulates device drivers by introducing protection domains, called nooks, within the kernel’s address space. This has the advantage of potentially fewer changes required to existing drivers. In spite of nooks being somewhat half-way between normal in-kernel and user-level drivers, the cost of nooks is significant — CPU load for sending network packets is almost double that of native Linux. This is almost certainly due to the more than doubling the interrupt latency [SMLE02]. The inherent overhead of nooks is essentially the same as that of user-level drivers, and it is therefore not clear what their advantage is over what we consider the cleaner approach of running drivers as proper user-level processes. In particular this approach does not protect against errors involving DMA.

The Devil [MRC+00] project takes another approach to improving reliability by reducing complexity. To reduce driver complexity they define a domain specific language which can specify the layout of a device’s registers, and any constraints relating to the access of the device registers. By specifying constraints earlier the Devil compiler ensures that the programmer does not later violate these constraints. This is definitely a valuable tool, and provided the basic idea behind the register description language described in section 2.7.

5. Conclusion

This paper has presented the design and implementation of the Mungi device driver framework. In particular, the paper has presented the advantages of using a component model to implement device drivers at user-level. The main advantages are as follows.

Clearly-defined interfaces: A component model both provides clearly-defined interfaces for device classes, and ensures that those interfaces are adhered to, through the use of OS-level protection.

Fine-grained device access: Device drivers are treated exactly the same way as any other Mungi component, with the result that fine-grained access control can be achieved through the use of capabilities.

Support for other languages: With an appropriate component-system interface, it is possible to write device drivers in any programming language.

Protecting the OS: The operating system is completely protected from rogue drivers, because they execute outside the operating system and may only modify the state of the OS through well-defined interfaces.

6 Future Work

Future work on this project will involve comprehensive analysis of the performance results, in the disk driver described in Section 3 and also network drivers and network protocol stacks.

We will also be further investigating the use of high-level languages for device driver development to see if improvements can make such as approach feasible.
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